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Around $10  

Snappi manages your cables in a simple and fun way by keeping
your cables organised. Great for the o�ce or home but especially
on the road. Available in four colours.

Size: 42mm(h) x 29mm(w) x 12.75mm(w)

Gumbite Snappi
GB005BK, BL, RD, WH 

Elleven Dual Ballpoint Stylus Pen
EL007  

This iPad holder �ts neatly into compendiums which have
any removable ring system. Removable iPad insert facilities left
or right hand side usage as shown here inserted into the same
compendium. iPad holder to suit models 427, 9012, 9023, 503,
505, 9077, 9181 and 9106. iPad not included.

Size: 280mm(h) x 77mm(w)

iPad Holder for Compendium
9118

This �exible silicone holder makes it possible to temporarily
hold and /or remove cables and other desktop accessories when
needed. At home, in the o�ce, in the car, Clippi helps you with
your clean desktop management by holding your cable, ear phones
and pens in place. Available in four colours.

Size: 13.5mm(h) x 32mm Ø

Gumbite Clippi
GB004Bk, BL, RD, WH
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Innovative Elleven design. High-gloss brass body with
rubberized stylus end and retractable twist action mechanism
This model takes a standard Parker ballpoint re�ll..

Size: 145.5mm x 10mm (d)
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Around $10

Gumbite Spinni
GB002BK, BL, RD, WH

 

Dolli securely mounts your phone practically anywhere
leaving your hands to be more productive. Secure your
phone on your car windscreen, desk or any other smooth
surface. The rotating ball-joint design means your phone
will point where you want it. Available in four colours.

Size: 83.5mm(h) x 40mm Ø

Gumbite Dolli
GB006BK, BL, RD, WH

Includes 3 interchangeable soft rubber earbud covers.
Plastic case with cable storage 3.5mm audio jack with
1.1 meter length earbud cable in blue. Suitable to use
with any standard audio device. Available in 3 colours.

Size: Case size: 70mm(h) x 70mm(w) x 19mm(d)

Earphone in Clear Case
7744BL, RD, WH

Designed to accommodate and conceal excess cord, the �exible
silicone shell opens to load the cord and returns to its original
shape to hold the cord in place.

Size: 70mm(w) x 70mm(h) x 30mm(d)



          

 

Gumbite Pulli
GB007BK, BL, RD, WH

Dual purpose metal twist action pen with soft rubberised pad
for use on your touch screen device. Supplied with black ink.

Size: 145mm(h) x 10mm (d)

Colonnade Stylus Pen
9036BL, S

The chunky Styli with high responsive soft tip give you comfortable
and accurate control over your touchscreen devices, not only when
you want to draw something but also for typing or playing games.
The Styli even provides you an accurate and precise way to take notes
in meetings and classroom settings or to sketch out rough ideas while
you are on the go. It gives you the opportunity to creatively express
and visualise your life.

Size: 116mm(h) x 14mm Ø

Gumbite Styli
GB008BK, BL, OR, RD, WH
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By far the fastest cable organizer in the world! The Pulli
neatly wraps cords into it’s elastic silicon sleeve, letting
you customise cord length while granting the convenience
of accessibility. Simply stretch the sleeve to it’s full length and
release it to it’s original size making you cords free from tangling
ever again! Drop them in your bag, purse, or drawer without ever
worrying about tangled retrieval.

Size: 250mm(h) x 17.5mm(w)

Around $10
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This desktop cable manager organises all the cables on your desk.
It will ensure cables stay in place and won’t slide o� your desk when
disconnected. Perfect for power cords, cell phones chargers, audio
cables, headphones and much more. Available in four colours.

Size: Unfolded - 86mm(w) x 86mm(h) x 35mm(d)

Gumbite Stoppi
GB001BK, BL, RD, WH 

 

With soft rubberised pad on one end for use on your 
touchscreen device and ball pen with black ink the other.
iPod not included. This is metal stylus is a great weight with
shiny nickel accents. Engrave light Grey

Size: 120mm(h) x 8mm (d)

Stylus Pen
9035

Around $10

Metal twist action ballpoint pen in gloss silver �nish with
soft rubberised pad one end for use with your touch screen
device. Supplied with black ink.

Size: 129mm(w) x 9mm(d)

Stylus Ballpoint Pen
6006S, WH



          

 

Digital Travel Alarm Clock
2245  

Convenient organiser for your tech equipment including
phones, cables and power charges. Use our Tech Trap
technology to transport your iPhone, Blackberry,
Android phones, iPod or other technology devices plus
their complementing cables and power devices.
Place into any bag for convenient storage or transportation.
(Phone, iPod and USB drive shown are not included)

Size: 222mm(h) x 167mm(w) x 12.7mm(d)

Elleven Small TechTrap
EL005

Inside cover features adjustable brackets for holding an assortment
of seven inch tablets including iPad mini and most Kindle and Nook
styles. Elastic pen loop. Includes 127mm x 203mm lined writing pad.
Pens, iPad and devices not included.

Size: 212mm(h) x 157mm(w) x 15mm(d)

Pedova ETech Jr. Padfolio with Snap Closure
9139BK
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Compact digital clock with alarm date and temperature
functions.

Size: 64mm(h) x 64mm(w) x 19mm(d)

Around $15
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Handy pocket earphones with magnetic clip in black.
No more messy wires or clip marks on clothes. Magnetic
function that �ts on almost any clothing no more messed
up wires, no clips or marks come with a with a very strong
magnet can be used as fridge magnet as well.

Size: 110mm(h) x 45mm(w)

Magnetic Headset
7727WH 

Mini Desktop Charging Dock Plug in, charge and sync via
USB power. Charges iPhone or iPods via dock. Compatible
with most iPhone/iPod case with open bottom connector
to allow for charging while in the case. Includes 1-piece gift box.
This nice neat unit has a perfect print area, a great desk accessory.

Size: 45mm(h) x 89mm(w) x 89mm(d)

Mini Desktop Charging Dock
7722

Standi provides a simple, brilliant and functional place to
prop up your tablet and phone. It simply holds your gadgets
in a near-vertical position; or lay your device almost �at on the
co-moulded, non-slip edges. Whether you’re watching movies
or knocking out a quick email, the Standi will hold your devises
just where you want it.

Size: 115mm(h) x 103.5mm(w) x 35mm(d)

Gumbite Standi
GB003BK, WH 

Around $15



          

 

Elleven A5 Compendium - Zippered closure. Tech Trap elastic interior
organizer. Holds an iPad and also Samsung Galaxy Tablet. Front cover
pocket with business card holders. Interior organizational panel includes
�ve business card holders and one USB port. Pen loop. Document folder.
Includes 12.5 x 20.25mm writing pad. Made from Dot Dobby Nylon with
Scuba material.

Size: 280mm(h) x 219mm(w) x 38mm(d)

Elleven iPad Cover
EL006  

Summit Checkpoint-Friendly Computer-Case
5143  

Made from jute canvas and includes internal padded section
for laptop protection. Shoulder strap ID pocket on the back
phone pouch and padded main gusseted pocket on the front.

Size: 300mm(h) x 345mm(w) x 110mm(d)

Jute Urban Satchel
5069

TSA-friendly laptop compartment allows for increased speed and
convenience through airport security. Holds most 15 inch laptops.
Main open compartment. Front zippered pocket and quick-access
corner pocket and zippered accessory pocket. Front bungee cord.
Adjustable shoulder strap. Rear trolley pass through.
Made from 600D polycanvas.

Size: Rug: 305mm(h) x 394mm(w) x 102mm(d)

Summit Checkpoint-Friendly Compu-Case
5150
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Unique design lets you keep laptop in compu-brief. The laptop-only
section unfolds to lay �at on the X-ray belt to increase your speed,
convenience, and security. Computer not included. Holds most
15'' laptops. Front zippered compartment contains interior �le
divider. Front compartment for mobile phone with headphone port.
Earphone and mobile not included.

Size: 300mm(h) x 390mm(w) x 100mm(d)

Around $25
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Stylish iPad cover is made from imitation leather with
magnetic closure. Not suitable for iPad 1 (1st generation).
iPad not included.

Size: 245mm(h) x 190mm(w) x 18mm(d)

iPad Cover
9090  

iPad Cover & Stand
9028  

Inside cover features adjustable brackets for holding an iPad
as well as most tablets and e-readers. Elastic pen loop.
Business card pocket. Ribbon page marker for JournalBook.
Includes 90 sheet bound JournalBook re�ll. This case �ts
iPad 1,2,3,4 and iPad Mini. Pens, iPad and devices not included.

Size: 253mm(h) x 203mm(w) x 32mm(d)

Pedova ETech JournalBook with Snap Closure
9138BK

This padded sleeve is made from polyester and is perfect
to protect your iPad or Tablet. Features include a velcro
attachments under the front �ap and back pocket.

Size: 220mm(h) x 320mm(w) x 28mm(d)

Tablet Sleeve
9095BK

Made from imitation leather exterior with imitation suede
lining inside. iPad not included. Designed to be used as a
stand for your iPad with an upright position for showing
presentations or move to view at a lower position for working,
this fantastic product is padded to ensure added protection
of your iPad. It is very stylish with white stitching, black zipper
and a shiny silver zipper handle.

Size: 270mm(h) x 220mm(w) x 25mm(d)

Around $25



          

 

Zoom 2-In-1 Tech Sleeve JournalBook

ZM1001 
Zippered closure. Removable iPad easel stand integrated into interior cover.
Adjustable height on easel stand. Organisational panel built into iPad stand
featuring three pen, stylus or sub memory ports, 5 business card pockets and
a receipt or memo pocket. Two additional pen ports on pad folio cover. this
case �ts iPad 1, 2 and new iPad. Includes writing pad. Manufactured in
Ultrahyde PU Material. Pen, iPad and other accessories not included.

Size: 317mm(h) x 263mm(w) x 38mm(d)

Pedova iPad Stand Padfolio
9009
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The Zoom JournalBook provides all of the essentials for the technology
driven person on the move. Zippered closure. Removable sleeve for iPad1,
iPad2 or iPad Mini. Includes snap closure and wrist or trolley strap. The journal's
organizational features include four business card pockets, two pen, stylus or
USB slots, a gusseted document pocket and an iPhone or cell phone pocket.
Front cover features a document pocket a stylus or pen pocket. Includes Zoom
50 page removable spiral bound journal with important contacts page a
three-year calendar. Pens and devices not included.

Size: 287mm(h) x 240mm(w) x 31mm(d)

Around $25

Popular iPad cover is durable and thin with magnetic clip to
attach to your iPad. It automatically wakes and sleeps your iPad.
It’s a handy stand for reading, watching and typing. Not suitable
for iPad 1 (1st generation)

Size: 187mm(h) x 240mm(w) x 3mm(d)

iPad Cover
9088
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Around $25

Clean sound and bass is delivered by the on ear headphones.
Connect to your iPad, iPhone or other Tablet and Smartphone
via 3.5mm jack and deliver the sound that those devices were
meant too. Easily fold the headphones down and insert them
into the velvet pouch for easy transporting.
Size: Mugs 115mm(h) x 64mm(diameter)
Flask 265mm(h) x 78mm(diameter)

Size: 184mm(h) x 171mm(w) x 60.5mm(d)

Atlas Headphones
7707BK, WH

 

The Zoom Padfolio has all needs covered for any tech-savvy person.
Zippered closure. Removable sleeve for iPad1, iPad2 or iPad Mini. Includes
snap closure and wrist or trolley strap. The padfolio's organizational features
include four business card pockets, three pen, stylus or USB slots, a gusseted
document pocket and an iPhone or cell phone pocket. Front cover features a
document pocket and stylus or pen pocket. Includes lined writing pad. Pens
and devices not included.

Size: 330mm(h) x 266mm(w) x 31mm(d)

Zoom 2-In-1 Tech Sleeve Zip Padfolio
ZM1002

Modern styled earphones with mic. Compatible with any audio
device that contains a 3.5mm headphone jack. Supplied with
convenient carry pack and in i�delity gift box.

Size: Case size: 74mm(w) x 74mm(h) x 34mm(d)

iFidelity Jazz Earphones
FID1001



          

Around $35  

Zippered closure. Tech Trap elastic interior organizer.
Holds an iPad. Front cover access pocket with business
card holders and media organizers. (Pens, iPad and other
devices shown are not included). Made from Dot Dobby
Nylon with Scuba material. Includes 4 USB memory �ash
drive holders. 2 business card holders. Elastic pen loop.
Gusseted document pocket and 21.6cm x 28cm Elleven
series writing pad.

Size: 355mm(h) x 279mm(w) x 48mm(d)

Elleven Large Zippered Padfolio
EL001 

Bat Emergency Battery
7715  

Black mouse travel set. Computer kit with black coloured
800dpi mouse, USB light and VOIP earphone. All packed
in a deluxe PU pouch with silver coloured zipper.

Size: Pouch size: 130mm(w) x 105mm(h) x 60mm(d)

Tech Travel Set
1373
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This charger comes with a 500mAh rechargeable lithium battery
inside. Max output current: 1000mA. Solar panel voltage: 5V. Solar
panel current: 35mA. Fully charge by USB: 80-120 mins. Fully charge
by sun: 12 hours. With black USB input, Micro USB and iPhone output
plug integrated. Including black travel pouch.

Size: Charger: 78mm(h) x 52mm(w) x 17mm(d)
Pouch: 95mm(h) x 72mm(w)
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Around $35

This stylish two-tone laptop bag has a front organiser and
padded internal laptop holder. Made from 600D polyester material.
Two tone with adjustable handles and is suitable to hold an 18inch
laptop, including padded shoulder strips and two internal zipper pockets.

Size: 340mm(h) x 415mm(w) x 125mm(d)

Deluxe Computer Bag
5079

 

Rechargeable speaker connects to your Bluetooth enabled
device within 10 meters of the speaker. Perfect for travelling,
or in an o�ce to deliver the music that your iPhone, iPad,
Android OS device, or other Bluetooth enabled device is meant to.

Size: 50mm(h) x 43mm(diameter)

Bluetooth Solo Speaker
7757

With a simple �ip view your iPad in a compact tablet form or
open the padfolio to take notes on the lined writing pad while
viewing your iPad. Zippered Closure. Features business card
pockets and a pen loop. Compatible with iPad models 2/3/4.
iPad not included.

Size: 234mm(h) x 245mm(w) x 25mm(d)

Flip Portfolio For iPad
9037

This powerful mono speaker provides rich and clear sound for home
or o�ce. Special docking station with retractable 3.5mm jack is
compatible with all iPods & MP3 Players. Manual AM/FM radio,
LCD alarm clock, includes 4 x AA batteries.

Size: 105mm(h) x 200mm(w) x 80mm(d)

Speaker with Music Dock
7726



          

Around $50 and Over  

Wallet sized portable charger, with 1300mAh rechargeable
lithium battery, 2 small LED (when it is charged by sunlight
or USB, one of them will light), including mini USB input cable
and manual. Pouch size 40mm(w) x 80mm(h). The black rubber
area is where you place your phone.

Size: 115mm(h) x 66mm(w) x 14mm(d)

Portable Charger
7720 

This dual charger (tip & USB) allows you to charge all your devices
reducing the daily impact on the environment. iPhone 5 Lightning
tip now available separately - product code #7711. Innovative
interchangeable tip system allows you to use only one charger
for all your devices ensuring a future proof compatibility. Use it
at home, car or while you are travelling and forget about the
standby power draw with it's revolutionary auto-o� system.
Supplied with an iPod/iPhone adapter, mini USB and micro USB adapters.

Size: 110mm(h) x 45mm(w) x 30mm(d)

iDapt I1ECO Charger
7716

Manufactured from 100% recycled material, PVC free and
with a tech-centric modern urban design Disrupt is the
perfect choice for the environmentally conscious that still
want a modern look. This messenger bag has a padded section
to hold your 15 inch laptop with all the pockets and organisers
needed by a modern professional.

Size: 400mm(w) x 300mm(h) x 150mm(d)

Disrupt 15 inch Compu Messenger
5062

14     Technology
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Around $50 and Over

Zippered A5 Compendium made from top grade Nappa leather.
Securely holds iPad however not suitable for iPad 1 (1st generation).
Includes business card holders, pen loop and �ash drive holder. Pen
and iPad not included. Includes metal badge for laser engraving.

Size: 268mm(h) x 210mm(w) x 32mm(d)

iPad Cover
9089

 

Made from 5mm ripstop material with nylon lining. Padded notebook
compartment. External pockets for accessories. A stylish computer
backpack made from 5mm ripstop material with nylon lining. Features
include soft grip carry handle, ergonomic adjustable padded straps,
compression straps bring weight close to body reducing strain on
shoulders, padded laptop section, second internal gusseted pocket,
external elastic straps and porthole for earphones.

Size: Folded: 400mm Ø x 90mm(h) - Open: 400mm Ø x 350mm(h)

Computer Backpack
5092

Zippered main compartment with U-shaped opening. Front top
media pocket with earbud port. Handles made of durable webbing
with comfortable handle wrap. Padded, detachable, adjustable
shoulder strap. Signature Elleven lining and hardware.

Size: 560mm(w) x 305mm(h) x 255mm(d)

Elleven 22 inch Du�el
EL011

An innovative charging solution that can charge up to 3 mobile
devices simultaneously. iPhone 5 Lightning tip now available
separately - product code #7711. This device is compatible with
over 4,000 mobile electronic devices including iPhone, iPod, iPad,
Blackberry, Nintendo DP, PSP, GPS systems, digital cameras and
Bluetooth products. Supplied with an iPod/iPhone adapter, mini
USB and 2 micro USB adapters.

Size: 130mm(h) x 152mm(w) x 32mm(d)

iDapt I2P Charger
7717



          

Around $50 and Over  

Manufactured from top grade cow hide this zippered A4
compendium has a two tone polyester interior lining. With
a removable iPad holder that doubles as a standing the
interior also has a pen holder, USB holder and lined pad.

Size: 346mm(h) x 276mm(w) x 42mm(d)

A4 Leather Zippered Compendium with
Removable iPad

9027

 

This dual charger (tip & USB) allows you to charge all your devices
reducing the daily impact on the environment. Supplied with iPhone 5
Lightning tip. Innovative interchangeable tip system allows you to use
only one charger for all your devices ensuring a future proof compatibility.
Use it at home, car or while you are travelling and forget about the standby
power draw with it's revolutionary auto-o� system. Supplied with an
iPod/iPhone adapter, mini USB and micro USB adapters.

Size: 110mm(h) x 45mm(w) x 30mm(d)

iDapt I1ECO - with Lightning
7716 + L

2,000 mAh Li-Polymer battery device compatible with iPhone,
Android OS Smartphones, Blackberry and other USB devices
that connect with one of the 8 adapting tips included. Easily
check the battery life by shaking the Zoom Energy Square and
the indicator lights will tell you how much power is left.
Takes 6 hours to fully charge the Zoom Energy Square and
will give an iPhone 1-1/3 charges when an iPhone's battery
is fully drained.

Size: 57mm(h) x 57mm(w) x 19mm(d)

Zoom Energy Square
ZM1004

16     Technology
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Around $50 and Over

Ideal for the business user who uses their iPad, iPhone or other
Bluetooth enabled device for email, creating documents or
browsing the internet. Compatible with all Bluetooth enabled
devices, the sleek and compact full keyboard is speci�cally
designed to allow iPad and iPhone users use function keys to
change the volume, contrast, etc. The neoprene carrying pouch
stores the keyboard in a backpack or bag ready to use when you
are. E�ective working range is 30 feet from the Bluetooth device
and includes Micro USB charging cable. iPad not included.

Size: Folded: 133mm(h)x90mm(w)x23mm(d)
Open: 266mm(h)x90mm(w)x13mm(d)
Pouch: 150mm(h)x110mm(w)x30mm(d)

Bluetooth Folding Keyboard
7712

Manufactured from 100% recycled material, PVC free and with
a tech-centric modern urban design Disrupt is the perfect choice
for the environmentally conscious that still want a modern look.
This backpack has a padded section to hold your 17 inch laptop
with all the pockets and organisers needed by a modern professional.

Size: 340mm(w) x 550mm(h) x 150mm(d)

Disrupt 17 inch Compu Backpack
5063



          

Around $50 and Over  

This exclusive design has a designated laptop-only section that unfolds
to lay �at on the X-ray belt to increase your speed, convenience and
security. (Pens, Laptop and other devices shown are not included). Back
zippered compartment holds up to 17 inch laptops and has separate
zippered pocket for �les or cords. Main zippered compartment with �le
dividers and full organization. Front zippered pocket holds the removable
Tech Trap elastic organiser panel and includes media pocket with access to
the earbud port. Deluxe organiser, �le folder and zippered pocket under �ap.
Quick-access side pockets. Moulded handle and removable, adjustable shoulder
strap. Back panel designed to slip over trolley handles. Main compartment capacity
is approximately 24 litres.

Size: 350mm x 350mm x 235mm.

Elleven Checkpoint-Friendly Compu-Messenger Bag
EL004 

iFidelity Bluetooth Speaker
FID1002 

This exclusive design has a designated laptop-only section that unfolds
to lay �at on the X-ray belt to increase your speed, convenience and security.
(Pens, Laptop and other devices shown are not included). Side entry laptop
compartment holds up to 17 inch laptops. Main zippered compartment with
�le divider, interior side pockets and removable Tech Trap elastic organizer
panel. Zippered media pocket accesses earbud port. Front zippered pocket
with deluxe organiser and key fob. Front lower & hidden pockets for valuables.
Three side roomy zippered pockets. Yoke-style handle. Padded back and
shoulder straps for comfort. Back panel designed to slip over trolley handles.
Main compartment capacity is approximately 30 litres.

Size: 480mm(h) x 340mm(w) x 180mm(d)

Elleven Checkpoint-Friendly Compu-Backpack
EL003
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Modern styled bluetooth speaker with mobile answering system
that pauses your music and allows you to answer a call with hands
free technology. Supplied in i�delity gift box.

Size: 170mm(w) x 60mm(h) x 45mm(d)
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Around $50 and Over

Small and compact the 6,600 mAh Li-Ion battery device is powerful
enough to charge all generations of iPad, Kindle and other Tablet/e-Reader
Devices that use USB connecting cables. Energy Bar can also charge
Smartphones like iPhone, Android OS Smartphones, and Blackberry.
If you have multiple devices to charge the Zoom Energy Bar is
accommodating by having two USB outputs to charge multiple devices
at the same time. ''Zoom'' charging technology allows you to charge your
device at an output speed up to 2.1 Amps, so you can quickly keep all of
your mobile devices operational. Includes 7 adapting tips. Energy Bar fully
charges in 9 hours and will hold its charge for 900 hours, over a month, of
standby time so it's ready to use when you need it most.

Size: Folded: 70mm(h) x 41mm(w) x 44mm(d)

Zoom Energy Bar
ZM1003

An innovative charging solution that can charge up to 4 mobile devices
simultaneously and is compatible with over 4,500 mobile electronic
devices including the iPhone, iPad, Blackberry, Android OS devices,
Nintendo DS, PSP, GPS systems, digital cameras, and Bluetooth products.
It features IDAPT's patented interchangeable tip system making it completely
customizable. It has 3 charging points and an additional USB charging point,
allowing users to charge their electronics without the mess of tangled cords
or the need for more than one outlet. Ships with two 30 pin iPhone/iPod tips,
two Micro USB tips, a Mini USB tip, and the new Lightning Connector for
iPhone 5/new iPods.

Size: 38mm(h) x 44mm(w) x 25mm(d)

IDAPT I3p without lightening adapter
7754

Zippered nylex-lined pocket with additional zippered media pocket and
earbud port. Front zippered pocket with deluxe organization and included
screen cleaner for your tablet or smart phone. Hidden pockets for valuables
and easy-access pocket for tickets. PEVA insulated side pocket with exterior
mesh pocket for beverages and snacks. Bottle opener/key fob on strap.
Padded back and compression shoulder straps for extra comfort and adjustable
chest strap to help ease the burden on your back. Back panel designed to slip
over trolley handles. Signature elleven lining and hardware. Main compartment
capacity is approximately 40 litres.

Size: 495mm(h) x 355mm(w) x 235mm(d)

Elleven Vapor Backpack
EL013



          

Around $50 and Over  

Elleven Wheeled Security-Friendly Compu-Backpack
EL002  

20     Technology

Main zippered compartment includes TSA-friendly laptop compartment
expediting airport security. (Pens, Laptop and other devices shown are
not included). Holds most 17 inch laptops. File dividers and earbud port access.
Zippered media pocket. Front zippered pocket with deluxe organiser includes
Tech Trap. Padded valuables pocket. Three side zippered pockets. Hideaway
backpack straps and comfort carry handle. Telescoping handle and inline wheels.
Main compartment capacity is approximately 25 litres.

Size: 460mm(h) x 305mm(w) x 170mm(d)

Supplied with iPhone 5 Lightning tip. Customize IDAPT with your
logo and then allow your end user to customize IDAPT for them.
End users will see this item every day as they take their smartphone
or device o� of IDAPT for the day, and then drop it o� every evening
for charging. An innovative charging solution that can charge up to
4 mobile devices simultaneously and is compatible with over 4,500
mobile electronic devices including the iPhone, iPad, Blackberry,
Android OS devices, Nintendo DS, PSP, GPS systems, digital cameras,
and Bluetooth products. It features IDAPT's patented interchangeable
tip system making it completely customizable.

Size: 38mm(h) x 44mm(w) x 25mm(d)

iDapt IP3 with Lightning Tip
7754 + L



Outdoor Gifts and Cooler Bags

Fantastic Technology items for all ocassions

The above products are grouped into suitable price categories
and are based on:
• Prices based on a minimum of 50pcs. 
• Decorated with either a one colour pad or screen print
        or laser engraving where applicable. 
• Prices exclusive or GST and set up charges.
• Freight charges may apply.
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